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The Characters of your story

Strong stories, whether written or visual, are made of 
interesting characters. Each person on earth is 
unique and one-of-a-kind. We all have a story that is 
well worth commemorating. To begin the journey of 
creating an exciting work of art based on you and 
your life story, I need to learn about you. And I will 
be looking for visual examples and clues that I can 
use to build the characters of your story.

pictures on this page are examples of the characters of the painting above, “white lie”.



These characters can be anything and possibilities are endless. They can come in the 
form of photographs, letters or cards, objects you’ve collected or inherited that are 
special to you, your children’s drawings, your family pet, even the pattern of a special 
quilt, blanket or piece of clothing. I can help you find these clues and I’ll never need 
your original items, only good photographs of them.

“the bookseller’s daughter”, acrylic and mixed media on panel, 20X20 inches

I will work with you to 
assure that the image 

resolution of your pictures 
is of a quality that allows 
me to work with them. 

pictures on this page are examples of the 
characters of the painting “the bookseller’s 
daughter”.

How Do we find your characters?



our lead character.

Searching through your past, present (or future) is like mining for gold as we search 
for your characters. And like most good tales, there are lead characters, supporting 
characters, and extras. There are sets and props and all sorts of things. So the more 
information I have to work with, the better. It allows me more pathways to construct 
your story. There is no exact formula to art making, so there is no such thing as “too 
many options”.

“a dream is a wish your heart makes”, acrylic and mixed media on panel, 60X60 inches

Different types of characters



“kodiak pinball”, acrylic and mixed media on panel, 20X20 

anything can become a lead character, even an 

interesting piece of text.

It is best if we can meet in person as we begin, but if that is not possible 
due to location or timing issues, it will certainly not negatively impact 
the outcome of your piece. We can work together through email, phone 
and other means. I hope this pdf helps you to understand what I need 
from you to begin making your story. So let’s begin. And I’m looking 
forward to working with you!

Getting Started



 

Website : geoffmitchellstudio.com 

Email : geoff@geoffmitchellstudio.com 

Phone : 213.804.6843 
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